
when cited together are not some ordinary type of ax tool. 
Based on the way in which the graph is written, fu and 
yue were specific implements with hidden yet significant 
social meaning. Xu Shen glossed “fu” in his Shuowen 
jiezi (Explanation and Study of Principles of Composition 
of Characters) as “fu are for zhuo 斫 (chopping).” Yet 
since the Neolithic Age, stone axes had another important 
function – as a weapon used in war.

By the late Neolithic Age, the distinction appears 
between the fu ax as a chopping implement and the 
fu and yue as weapons. The fu and yue as weapons is 
distinguished by a perforation that gradually became 
a widespread characteristic of this new ax type. This 
perforation allows the wooden handle to be more reliably 
fastened to the stone fu by lashing. This battle weapon by 
necessity gradually evolved into a specialized form. In 
early especially the prehistoric battles, battle-axes were 
the most effective offensive weapons, the users of which 
often played a decisive role in close combats, and these 
weapons were thus taken as attributes of the ruler’s power 
and dignity. The fu and yue came to serve as the major 
symbol of social and political power. 

Based on historic literatures, the ax-type weapons 
during Xia, Shang, and Zhou times were called fu 斧 , 
yue 戉 ( 钺 ) or qi 戚 in name. Xu Shen glosses “yue” as 

“large fu.” In Yan Shigu’s the commentary to Han Shu (the 
Book of Han), the “yue” and “qi” are glossed as “both in 
the category of fu.” In the Shang Dynasty, the battle-axes 
were called either qi or yue when they were associated 
with the kings, such as “(the king of) Yin held white qi (in 
Sima’s Art of War as quoted in Shuowen jiezi)” and “ 汤
自把钺以伐昆吾 (“Tang himself took up his great battle-
ax and chastised Kunwu”, English translation by William 
H. Nienhauser, Jr. et al.)” in the Basic annals of Yin of 
Shiji. Based on these literary data, qi, fu and yue, are the 
same, without clear distinction. During the early phases 
of the Bronze Age, although stone fu and yue are common 
in various areas, their shapes adhered in origin to its 
Neolithic predecessor. Based on literary and typological 
characteristics of the fu and yue, three classifications may 
be distinguished: the common fu-ax, the yue-shaped fu, 
the qi-shaped fu and the special-shaped fu (Figure 1).

The analysis of fu  and yue as grave goods in 
burials

Stone axes in burials primarily appear from the late stage 
of the mid Neolithic Age and thereafter, and primarily in 
the Yellow and Yangtze River valleys.

Burials dating to the mid Neolithic Age (ca. 7000–5000 
BP) are primarily found in the Peiligang Culture of the 
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their use. These weapons not only played the role of 
morphologically deriving the character “Wang 王 
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status and position. Moreover, they were often deified and 
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General introduction

Fu (utilitarian axes) and yue (battle-axes) are important 
symbols of a ruler’s power in early China. They not only 
serve in signifying rank in sacrificial ceremonies and 
“the Nine Bestowments” which was the highest imperial 
conferment but at the same time are one of the most 
important implements of burial paraphernalia. Based 
on archaeological data and historical records, questions 
concerning the functions of fu and yue, their name typology 
and burial context, are raised in order to explain this 
institution as a symbol of royal power, as representative of 
a standardized institution and religious icon.

Functions and classification of the fu and yue

In historical Chinese sources, “fu 斧 and yue 戉 ( 钺 )” 
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Figure 1  The evolution lineages of the fu and yue axes.
1 and 2. Shawoli (M6:1 and M16:1); 3 and 4. Peiligang (M4:5 and 
M1:5); 5. Jiangzhai (ZHT8M170:5); 6 and 7. Longgangsi (M304:1 
and ZHT14H462:3); 8. Xiawanggang (T4 ③ :232); 9 and 12. 
Wangchenggang (WT259H705:2 and WT96H210:2); 10 and 11. Taosi 
(the human skeleton and ax in M1364 and M3031:10); 13. Yu State 
Cemetery (BRM1yi:52); 14 and 15. Erlitou (K3:81 and YGVM6:1); 16. 
Qijia (M19:31); 17. Taixi (M22:1). 1–12 are stone implements; 15 and 
16 are jade implements; 13, 14 and 17 are bronzes
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middle Yellow River valley. In 1978 out of 24 tombs 
discovered at Peiligang Site, 15 contained stone axes 
(or shovels). Of 32 burials from the Shawoli Site, 21 
contained stone axes. Over 50% of burials thus contained 
stone axes. Most stone axes were placed at or near the 
tomb occupants’ waist and bore use-wear, some of which 
were even broken. 

Many well-preserved large-scale tombs of the late 

Neolithic Age (ca. 5000–3000 BP) 
have been found in the Yellow and 
Yangtze River valleys.  

The Longgangsi Site in Nanzheng 
County located in southern Shaanxi 
Province is a cemetery of the Banpo 
Type of Yangshao Culture dated into 
three phases. Amidst seven early 
phase burials only M284 contained 
a stone ax; 34 out of 161 burials of 
the middle phase contained stone 
axes, approximately 21%; and eight 
of them, or 5%, contained jade axes 
(originally either labeled axes or 
shovels by the excavators). The axes 
were located below the waist or near 
the hand, some beside of the head, and 
some on the tomb occupants’ right 
side. Yet the majority of jade axes 
were located to the tomb occupants’ 
left s ide. Six burials out of 255 
examples of the late phase contained 
axes, only 3% and only one contained 
a jade ax. The si tes of the same 
periods in the lower reaches of the 
Yellow and Yangtze Rivers witnessed 
a similar situation. 

During the Longshan Age (ca. 
3000–2000 BP) axes continued to be 
the most important burial implement, 
as is particularly well represented 
in mid- and large-sized burials . 
For example, nine out of 15 tombs 
found in the excavation in 1986 at 
the Fanshan Cemetery of Liangzhu 
Culture built out of a raised rammed-
earth platform, contained axes made 
of stone  and jade. Amidst these, five 
also contained a group of related 
ornaments, including the pommel 
and crown ever fitted to the two 
ends of the wooden handle of the 
weapon blade, and measured a total 
of approximately 70–80cm. Outside 
of M17 where the weapon laid at 
the tomb occupant’s right side, in 
all other burials the weapon laid at 
the left side and it appeared that the 
handle laid within the grasp of the 
left hand (Figure 2). These jade axes 

were not only extremely refined in shape and making 
technique, they were strategically located in the hand of 
the deceased, signifying that the weapon was a significant 
attribute. 

Yaoshan at Anxi Township in Yuhang District, 
Hangzhou is another platform burial located 5km to the 
northeast of Fanshan. Twelve burials were discovered 
lying in two rows stretching in east-west orientation at 
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Figure 2  Locations of the jade axes in M20 at Fanshan 
Cemetery.

Figure 3  The location of the jade ax in M7 at Yaoshan 
Cemetery.

the southern edge of the raised platform. According to 
the report, tomb M12 in the south row was positioned at 
the middle of the red earthen platform and contained the 
richest grave goods. Unfortunately it was looted. Outside 
of M12 all other tombs in this row contained one jade ax 
with accompanying fittings laying at the right side of the 
deceased and positioned to be grasped in the hand (Figure 
3). One to three stone axes were also discovered in a 
few of these tombs. The scale of the Yaoshan cemetery 
site was not as large as that at Fanshan. The two are very 

closely situated thus it is likely they belonged to the same 
social group. This relationship may also explain why the 
jade axes were positioned at the right side of the deceased 
rather than the left as at Fanshan.

During the Bronze Age of Xia, Shang and Zhou 
Dynasties, jade and stone axes continued to serve as 
dazzling paraphernalia accompanying the deceased. 
During the Spring-and-Autumn and Warring-States 
Periods, they still continued to appear in tombs. And, by 
Qin and Han times, they gradually taper off in numbers in 
tombs.

In summary, by the mid through the late Neolithic Age 
and Longshan Period, axes in tombs gradually subsided 
in numbers, They are replaced as social signifiers of rank 
in middle- and large-sized tombs, and particularly in 

0 50cm 0 50cm
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association with large-sized tombs thus began to serve as 
signifiers of a ruling and powerful minority. The position 
of these social insignia in lying at the side or near the head 
of the tomb occupant is also significant in demonstrating 
a ritual system of rank that would continue to be reflected 
in later historical generations.

The fu and yue institution and royal administra-
tive control

In the Neolithic cultures on agricultural subsistence, 
tendency for war to increase was arising. The reasons 
why the shape of the fu and yue evolved into the character 
for “king ( 王 )”, and they served as the symbol of royal 
power were undoubtedly that the long-lasting prehistoric 
warfare and the use of the fu and yue directly contributed 
to the forming of its function as a royal power symbol, 
or even stimulating these weapons’ recognition as a 
determinant of that power. Archaeological data and 
literary records reflected that during the Longshan Age 
equivalent to the time of the legendary Five Emperors, 
building wall-surrounded cities and founding states were 
very popular. As a symbol of royal power, and the fact 
that the creation of the character standing for king is 
based on the fu and yue, it cannot be overlooked that this 
weapon was used in making wars and thus in establishing 
states. As Sima Fa (Sima’s Art of War) quoted in Shuowen 
(Commentary of the Explanation and Study of Principles 
of Composition of Characters): “the Xia held the black 
yue, the Yin (Shang) held the white qi and the Zhou held 
the yellow yue on the left and white mane on the right.” 
The inscription of the Guo Ji Zibai Pan dating to the 
reign of King Xiao of the Western Zhou Dynasty states: 
“award thee the yue for use in attacking the Manfang 
(barbarians’ chiefdom).” The fu and yue were evidently 
terms representing royal power during the Shang and 
Zhou Dynasties. In establishing dynastic administration 
and ritual system of a state and dynasty, the fu and yue 
signified power and awe.

As symbols of royal power, the fu and yue were not 
only limited to ancient China but to many other contexts 
where it evolved out of frequent fighting and as the 
foundation for royal power. In the ancient Mesopotamia, 
Egypt, Central America, and South America, for example, 
archaeological finds continuously document that these 
advanced civilizations experienced the same phenomenon. 
In the north of La Venta Site of Olmec Culture, an 
assemblage (so-called Offering 4) composed of 16 jadeite 
standing male human figurines was found: the front one 
of them (facing the others) had six erect stone axes (also 
known as celts) behind him. This figurine seemed to be a 
central character of royal power, and the placement of the 
six stone axes behind him seemed to be a status symbol. 
Regarding the origins of early states and their formation, 
the fu and yue were always seen as a primary symbol 
associated with royal power because of their widespread 
use in battle; meanwhile, without the support of military 
force, the divine right and political power would end in 

failure. Because the fu and yue were the most significant 
weapons in warfare, they became the ideal insignia of 
royal power.

While the fu and yue signified power, it is not difficult 
to imagine their evolution as a multi-faceted tool of 
administrative rule, at least in terms of military command, 
military law, and executions and punishments. The fu 
and yue served not only as a ritual implement, but also 
as the embodiment of a ranking system under a royal 
administration. According to various data, the following 
factors characterize the most important manifestations of 
the fu and yue institution: 

First, fu and yue may not necessarily be used as 
weapons but rather as status symbols. From the late phase 
of the Neolithic Age through the Xia, Shang and Zhou 
Dynasties, whether the fu and yue were made of stone or 
jade, they were gradually reduced in numbers per burial, 
while the burials with fu and yue as grave goods were 
also gradually reduced, and only limited to the medium- 
and large-sized burials of the Longshan Age. By the 
Qin and Han Dynasties, there were major changes in 
the administrative system, and the fu and yue institution 
was gradually incorporated into the realm of a different 
political system as instruments in the imperial cortege and 
dress system. Even as a tool of punishment, according to 
literary records, the fu and yue were also only applied to 
the officials with high statuses. As Su Wu stated, “now 
to attain the death of the body is a liberation of the self; 
whether by the fu or yue axes or by the boiling cauldron, I 
would sincerely and willingly rejoice in it (the Biography 
of Su Wu in Han Shu).”

Second, the quality of fu and yue was related to the 
user’s rank and status. In burials of the Neolithic Age, jade 
and stone fu and yue differed. Those with jade fu and yue 
are usually from richer tombs and over time characterize 
tombs of high status. In burials of the Bronze Age, bronze 
and jade fu and yue usually characterize medium and 
large-sized burials, yet bronze fu and yue most frequently 
distinguish the largest burials.

Third, based on burial and literary data, the size of the 
fu and yue and their uses were related to status and rank. 
High ranking burials of Neolithic Age through the Shang 
and Zhou Dynasties typically yielded fu and yue large in 
scale. For example, as represented in M12 in the middle 
of the southern row of burials at Liangzhu aristocratic 
cemetery of Fanshan, the royal jade yue measures 17.9 
by 16.8cm. and the stone yue (M12:99) measures 18.3 
by 16.2cm, which also has the widest blade. In the Zhou 
Benji (the Basic Annals of Zhou) of Shi Ji (Records of 
the Grand Historian) it is stated: “Dan, the Duke of Zhou, 
grasped a large yue, and the Duke of Bi grasped a small 
yue and stood one on each side of King Wu.” Although 
the statuses of Duke of Zhou and Duke of Bi were 
extremely close, their fu and yue were still different in 
size in explaining their difference in rank. 

Fourth, the position of the fu and yue in burials, 
whether held to the right or left probably distinguished 
rank and status. Most jade fu and yue in Neolithic burials 
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Figure 4  The mural of the procession scene on the east wall of the antechamber of Anak Tomb No. 3 (replica).

were placed to the left of the head or arm. At the Liangzhu 
aristocratic cemetery of Yaoshan, however the jade yue 
was placed at the right of the body, suggesting a lower 
status and rank compared to aristocratic members buried 
at Fanshan. By Shang and Zhou eras the burial placement 
of fu and yue in large-sized burials were located usually 
nearby the head of the tomb occupant in the coffin, to 
right or left. According to literary accounts, royal yue were 
held at the left. In the Mu Shi (the Oath at Muye) chapter 
of the Shu Jing (the Book of Documents) it is recorded: 
“In his left hand he (the King Wu of Zhou) carried a yue, 
yellow with gold, and in his right he held a white ensign, 
which he waved.” In addition, according to the Biography 
of Wang Mang in Han Shu: “In his capacity as taibao 
(grand protector), Zhen Han was made supreme general. 
He received the yue ax from Temple of Emperor Gaozu, 
investing him as commander of the armies of All-under-
Heaven. Grasping a tally in his left (hand) and holding the 
yue in his right (hand), he camped outside the city wall.” 
Evidently the supreme commander of the army held a yue 
in his right hand and it appears that everyone below the 
rank of Son of Heaven did not hold yue at the left. 

In historical contexts of primitive religions, royal 
power and royal administrative were never separated from 
religious beliefs. According to the Yu Gong (the Tribute of 
Yu the Great) of the Shu Jing, “Yu the Great presented a 
somber gui-scepter, and announced the completion of his 
work.” Also, according to the Biography of Wang Mang 

in Han Shu: “Thus Yu the Great presented his somber gui, 
and the Duke of Zhou accepted the suburban sacrifice, 
because in advancing the Heaven’s purposes they did not 
dare to attribute Heaven’s accomplishments to their own 
authority.” This is clear evidence for the role of the fu and 
yue as a symbolic implement of god-like spiritual power 
as well as a symbol of royal power.

The conclusion

The fu and yue and the fu and yue institution in early 
China was advanced and strict. This is unique in the early 
civilizations. The institution arose during the prehistoric 
period and continued to flourish throughout the Xia, 
Shang, and Zhou Dynasties, and into the Han, as well 
as through the Tang and Song Dynasties. The center of 
the most advanced areas of early East Asian civilization 
appeared in the Yellow and Yangtze River valleys of 
mainland China and influenced neighboring cultures as 
far as the Korean Peninsula and Japan Archipelago. The 
influence of the use of fu and yue as a social institution is 
witnessed archaeologically in the Korean Peninsula at the 
representative Anak Tomb No. 3 (dating to the mid 4th 
century CE). Decorating the eastern wall of this tomb’s 
antechamber is a mural of a procession scene (Figure 
4). The figure seated in the ox cart in the center of the 
procession line is signified as a ruler by the streamer with 
the characters “Shengshang Fan 圣上幡 (his majesty’s 
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streamer)” held by the attendant in front of him. Among 
the infantry and cavalry warriors and attendants in the 
procession, the two lines most closely flanking the ruler’s 
cart are that of warriors holding axes in their hands. In 
Japan, although the bronze axes rarely appear in burials 
of Yayoi Period, a few residential sites yielded a type of 
special “horned stone axes” that probably copied bronze 
axes with flanges of the Shang and Zhou Dynasties of 
mainland China. 

In short, the fu and yue are important prehistoric 
weapons and symbols of the royal power. In the 
formation of the early Chinese state, these weapons 
played important roles in establishing and solidifying the 
royal power and made important influences throughout 
the time and space.
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Postscript

The original paper written by Qian Yaopeng 钱 耀
鹏 was published in Kaogu Xuebao 考古学报 (Acta 
Archaeologica Sinica) 2009. 1: 1–34 with seven 
illustrations. This abridged version is prepared by the 
author and translated into English by Elizabeth Childs-
Johnson 江伊莉.


